DoD STEM AND THE DEFENSE STEM
EDUCATION CONSORTIUM (DSEC)

INSPIRING
THE FUTURE
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DSEC FUNDAMENTALS
Engage students and
educators in meaningful
STEM experiences

DSEC will engage K–16 students and educators in meaningful
formal and informal DoD STEM learning experiences.

Serve students who
are military-connected and
underrepresented in STEM

DSEC will focus on serving students who are underrepresented
in STEM (as defined by DoD STEM).

Connect to the
DoD STEM workforce

DSEC will ensure STEM experiences are connected to the
DoD STEM workforce and DoD careers.

How will DSEC support these three priorities in a unique and innovative way?

Leverage the network
as a force multiplier

DSEC will leverage the consortium as a force multiplier to amplify
the reach, visibility, and outcomes of DoD STEM.

Evolve the approach based
on data

DSEC will use a data-driven approach to evolve and evaluate how
DSEC operates over time to ensure positive outcomes for students
and educators.
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